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“Mammonator”
Bull Durham Flies/Lies Again!
3/15/04—#1 (17-212)
MON., MAR. 15, 2004 9:13 A.M. YR 17, DAY 212
Manila, Philippines
RE: VK DURHAM-MAMMONATOR;
ADVICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL
IN AND OUT OF THE EVIL EMPIRE
EDITORIAL COMMENT: The headline above
may appear like something from Kookville but is
DIRECTLY from VK DURHAM and her band of
silly elves and micro-minds.
“Mammonator” is simply a new “pen alias” for
VK and is her most “telling” yet. “Satan must wear
a clue/sign” and this one has clues written all over it.
Comments range from obscure to obvious; funny
to outright TRUTH.
One writer: “Mammon-ate-her; how’s that for a
sign?”
Observation: This one is more interesting for you
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who like numbers to study your clues: “Mammonator
VK Durham”=18 letters. 18 divided by 3 = 6, OR, =
6 6 6!”
The best clue, however, might be in the actual root
words or “what makes up a word/term”.
Mammon: That which represents foul or evil
material—as in money or riches.
Or: That which is representative of Satan or The
Devil.
And: “ator”: That which “IS” as in “I am”
whatever is written before the suffix as in: I am
Satan or The Devil or simply: I am EVIL.
You can do your own for in many instances “ator”
and “ater” are interchangeable and in Arabic or even
Hebrew, the meaning is the same.
This becomes interesting in that “Aton” is also
“Aten” (the one light). Here is where languages and
spelling are “interesting”.
A couple of years ago VK wrote DIRECTLY to
Doris and stated the following (paraphrased): “We
have met before many times. (Doris has yet to “meet”
VK Durham.) My whole
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purpose in life for which I am born and TRAINED
from my birth is to stand against and destroy you. We
shall meet again and I will destroy you.”
Interesting? It was stated in such a way as to
present herself as “God” against “Evil Satan” whom
she pronounced as “The Evil Beast”.
We will leave it rest here and now but we are not
by any means through with the topic or the
enlightenment. VK DURHAM IS NOTHING!
To recognize that she is possibly and simply a
“fool” is unworthy of our time or space for sharing.
Counsel has required that we run the ongoing “hits” on
the Internet from whatever source she posts—in the
(a) paper of international distribution and that for
obvious legal cause.
It might be comforting to you who are truly
concerned about the possibilities of a VK prevailing in
her trashing to read on.
There is now added to our TA-FDN one of the
most highly respected “Criminal Investigators” in this
part of the world—serving now as member and
(Continued on page 2)
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probably Trustee-Officer following the Annual Meeting
of said FDN on April 7.
National Election absurdities are abounding but
going EXACTLY as we want and need them to unfold.
It remains to be seen just HOW things evolve but we
are confident the outcome will serve God, not
Mammon.
Ekkers eagerly open the papers each morning and
watch the news waiting for VK to have announced to
the world that Ekkers did the bombing (personally) in
Madrid, Spain on the 11 th. DO NOT MISS THE
CLUES IN THAT ONE AS WELL AS IN
MAMMONATOR.
We hope that this rings as humor but Doris feels
a bit of failure as old Mammon has given her
accolades as to accomplishments only surpassed by
the Ekkers as a team—you know: “faster than a
speeding bullet” and “able to leap TALL buildings in
a single bound”…. However, facts are, she says, it
cannot be, because neither Trade Center Tower got
leaped in any bound, single or otherwise. So the
conclusion often becomes in appearance of output:
crazy ramblings from an insane mind.
Russell HERMAN deserved better than what VK
pours out of her poison fingers for even her grammar
and spelling is atrocious through any pen-person she
chooses. Note that proof of Russell’s murder,
according to VK, was that he was suffocated and
then at the same time frozen alive in the morgue
“freezer”. My goodness, while at such an
uncomfortable time, the PROOF is “A” ERECTION.
Wouldn’t it have been nicer if she at least used “AN”?
VK now blames everyone she can think of for the
murder—but what happened to the nice Ekkers, Rays,
Ricks and Jacks that were previously blamed around
the globe?
We will post, here, an interesting LAW reference
and it pertains directly to VK Durham and her dark
and sinister abuse, misuse, fraud and malice. She tried
every known method to get pensions from Herman,
the State, and anyone/anywhere else she could lie,
cheat and steal. Therefore we will offer a reminder
to readers, and Ms. Durham, that she is walking a
boggy ground.
[Sender will remain anonymous but is totally
connected to all that has transpired in this “case”.]
[QUOTING:]
Re: Creditors of the United States. “In reference
to VK Durham”.
TITLE 18 > PART I CHAPTER 43 > Sec, 914
- Creditors of the United States
Whoever falsely personates any
true and lawful holder of any share or
sum in the public stocks or debt of the
United States, or any person entitled
to any annuity, dividend, pension,
wages, or other debt due from the
United States, and under color of such
false personation, transfers or
endeavors to transfer such public
stock or any part thereof, or receives
or endeavors to receive the money of
such true and lawful holder thereof, or
the money of any person really entitled
to receive such annuity, dividend,
pension, wages, or other debt, shall be
fined under this title or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both.
[END QUOTING]
How many counts do you think might be standing
against one VK Durham at this time? Well, enough
to lodge her in Hotel Fed for about four lifetimes at
only 5 years a whack. She simply does not seem to
know when to stop.
You who can’t see anything wrong with her
diatribes had best consider your brain function for $400

Trillion in reference to China is enough on its own to
send her away for fraud and perjury.
This is simply an Editorial observation but we will
(shall) present this material as is necessary for our
paper and our programs/projects backed are in
excellent standing and we SHALL continue to bring
Truth. We will not, however, jeopardize any of our
remaining crew or team.
Our assumption is that somehow Rayelan
Russbacher-Allen, of Rumor Mill this and that, tried to
stop the insane postings as were coming by Patriotlad
and LArge Steve, et al. Now if “Mammonator”
doesn’t hit her squarely where she THINKS she lives
I expect she will start having demands for shut-down
from some of the sites and authors she is so quick to
quote to her advantage and now have goodly
reputations—until posted on HER INTERNET SITE.
VK does have one immediate observation with
which we can concur:
EXCERPT, VK writing/posting by Mammonator
on Rumor Mill News Reading Room, Thursday, 11
March 2004, 3:25 p.m.: “THE INSTRUMENTS are
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED, SELF
AUTHENTICATING, CERTIFIED, PERFECTED
Sovereign Debt instruments…..”
Now just where, exactly, was VK when the Spain
bombings took place and how is it that she ALWAYS
has all the answers, who to blame, and all the nasties
at HER FINGERTIPS. That was surely on March 11,
2004.
VK opens with: The “Personal Quest” on the
Peruvian Instruments is “OVER.”
What is meant by “OVER”? And, “whose”
“personal Quest”?
What “Peruvian Instruments”? WE DO NOT
DEAL IN PERUVIAN “INSTRUMENTS”—WE
DEAL WITH HARD COPY AGREEMENTS WITH
THE U.S.A.
THE ONLY MISSING
“INSTRUMENTS”, AS CLAIMED, ARE STASHED
BY VK DURHAM AND HAVE NO LONGER
ANY MEANING WHATSOEVER!
We do not deal in “quintrillions” of anything
including dollars.
VK Durham KNOWS BETTER than the lies she
presents as if she has protection from her “managers
and manipulator puppet masters”. SHE HAS
ABSOLUTELY NO HOLDINGS; THERE IS NO
“TRUST” holding anything, including the CSEML
corporation.
It is foolish indeed if YOU quote from any “quote”
offered by this “finger-challenged” VK because she
cannot accurately copy any two words in a row. This
will not serve her well in a criminal court of law where
she is likely to be charged with “murder” of Russell
HERMAN. She claims to have been denied release
of his body? Well, she was not even a “relative” to
the man, never a spouse and the wills she presented
were null and void and outright LIES foisted off onto
the people and most especially represent fraud against
the State of Illinois and, now, Iowa.
[QUOTING:]
The Rumor Mill News Reading Room
http://www.rumormillnews.com
VKD: GOLD BACKING SWINDLES
& HOW IT WAS DONE
Posted By: Mammonator
Date: Thursday, 11 March 2004, 3:25 p.m.
Below is an excellent overview of the corruption
caused by greed in the IMF/World Bank and the
fallout that derives therefrom. At the outset, we hear
of a case involving those that have been defrauded by
counterfeit instruments whilst attempting to break free
of the usurious stranglehold that is upon the money
system.
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**********************************************************************
The “Personal Quest” on the Peruvian Instruments
is “OVER.”
THE
INSTRUMENTS
are
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED, SELF
AUTHENTICATING, CERTIFIED, PERFECTED
Sovereign Debt instruments, which have actually been
used by THOSE intending to OVERTHROW the
United States of America’s “PREDATORY
BANKING SYSTEMS of THE U.S. FED. R., AND
U.S. FOREIGN FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING
SYSTEMS.”
The Saudi Sheiks movement, setting up a nonusurious exchange in Gold and Silver, is a matter of
CIVILIZED SOCIETIES “MEDIUMS OF
EXCHANGE” which was the accepted practice
around the globe, not just by the Saudi Sheiks for
thousands of years.
The entire global society is fighting for the Gold
and Silver as mediums of exchange, the Saudi’s simply
got involved with what they THOUGHT was the real
thing when they got involved with THE GAIAEKKERS who were “under agreement with the
Queens Pirate Banking Systems of J.P. Morgan’s
Syndicate known as The U.S. and U.S. Foreign
Federal Reserve Banking Systems to BANKRUPT
THE ASIAN AND FAR EAST BANKING
SYSTEMS with these COUNTERFEIT GOLD
INSTRUMENTS.”
All of this would have worked; If THE TRUE
OWNER (this Trust) would have not jumped into the
middle of all of this, warned the SAUDI’S BANKING
SYSTEMS and the ASIAN BANKING SYSTEMS,
including CHINA’S BANKING SYSTEMS.
The world is watching nations such as THOSE
BEFORE MENTIONED “GOLD” BANKING
SYSTEMS “DUMP THE U.S. DOLLAR-FED. R.
NOTES.”
The “dumping” is long over due based upon the
heavy handed practice of destroying other nation’s
infra-structures, natural resources, independence,
sovereignties etc.
As a background into all of this, we must go back
to the original WORLD BANK/IMF Agreements.
Within the first TWO sections of that agreement the
“dye was cast.” (have the darned thing around here
somewhere, but do not have the time, or energy to dig
into hundreds of box’s to find it).
The ORIGINAL WB/IMF was set up for
guaranteeing the MONETARY SYSTEMS to be at
EQUAL PARITY, and NOT TO INTERFERE with
SOVEREIGNTIES of nations. Plus the “parity ratio
on fine troy ounce of gold” was set which allowed
each nation to operate without being jeopardized or be
taken advantage of, by the others.
The criteria of this (Bretton Woods Agreement),
was, in my own opinion, and the opinion of Lyndon
LaRouche and other’s of that day, a sound and
pragmatic practice of EQUALITIES of NATIONS
which was the Purpose and Intent of the UNITED
NATIONS in it’s ORIGINAL FORM.
Men get greedy. Men desire power. Men desire
controlling of lives of others to the point of slavery.
When that happens; Constitutions (Law) of
ORDERED SOCIETIES are overthrown, and the
Original Agreements through the years, will find a word
here and there changed to fit the “Agenda’s” of such
as the Pirate Group running the U.S. and U.S. Foreign
Federal Reserve Banking Systems, which are intended
to overthrow THE AGREEING Governments.
We have watched this on the House Floor many
times, when someone from the Executive Branch
walks up to the Speaker and address’s such as this
example:
“Mr. Speaker. Please note in the Records the
word “Shall” (mandatory to do, or not to do) in such
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and such Act of such and such a date, will here-after
be identified as “may” (giving free hand/liberty to do
as one pleases).
Did the “BILATERAL” parties of the second part
i.e., Agreeing/Treaty Nations agree to these changes?
NO! This is a “Unilateral” encroachment into Treaties
and Sovereignties by “those intending to cause harm to
the other parties” by simply changing the words “Will,
Can, Shall and May” to fit their own agenda’s.
All of us older ones who know what these issues
are about, watch the deliberate MALADMINISTRATION of our Laws, Treaties
international agreements other than treaties; In a state
of SHOCK & AWE!
V.K. DURHAM
******************************************************************
A burden (of shock and awe) shared is a burden
lessened. I am thankful the V K Durham is
broadening all of our understanding on these issues
with her energetic and enlightening messages.
Hopefully, one day soon, we will reach a critical mass
of understanding that will be the light of truth bursting
forth into these dark and shadowy circumstances that
are our shared history (and present consequences!).
Blessings,
Mammonator
******************************************************************
The Rumor Mill News Reading Room
http://www.rumormillnews.com

caused a Global Banking Crisis reminisent of THE
1980’S S&L CRISIS in the Global Banking.
Instead of DOING THEIR DUTIES every citizen
of the U.S.A. has had their CIVIL RIGHTS,
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TRAMPLED ON by
this UN-Patriot Act, which, has been designed TO
PROTECT THE CROOKS & CRIMINALS aka
NEOCONS
venture
of
THE
NON
GOVERNMENTAL
OFFICES
of
THE
BILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB.
This entire mess is “disgustingly Un-Constitutonal,
disgustingly opressive, disgustingly despotic” and that
is putting it mildly.
VKD
[Re: OKC]
{In regards to my point of view on OKC; My own
personal opinion is in agreement with THE PUBLIC.
(1) What all of us saw, is in contra-distinction with
WHAT WAS REPORTED that “happened.”
(2) The EVIDENCE was removed too quickly, as
with THE WTC’S.}
More puzzle pieces for those seeking the big
picture!
Blessings,
Mammonator
******************************************************************
P U B L I C N O T I C E (#1)
by V.K. Durham
10/7/03

VKD: ON OKC & UNHEEDED WARNINGS re:
(Caution: Some image links contained in this
98 EKKERS MESSAGES
page lead to images that are of a very graphic
nature, and may also contain rear body nudity. I
Posted By: Mammonator
do not recommend viewing of these by the very
Date: Thursday, 11 March 2004, 2:39 a.m.
young and/or faint of heart.) LArge Steve
In Response To: OKC - TERRY NICHOLS Ref: Russell Herrmann aka Russell Herrman
DOVE and MARCH 13-14 (Mammonator)
aka Russell Herman; Matters of Estate, and
What follows are some comments by VK Durham on
Ref: Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
my post, with some clarifications sent later within the Ltd; Nevada ID # 1707-85 currently under
text {in braces}. My comments will be [in brackets] COLOR of ALL LAW in Violation of
HERE
CRIMINAL CODES of the United States 18
States
Code.
Sec.
471.
***************************************************************** United
COUNTERFEITING
By:
Fraudulent
Re: OKC - TERRY NICHOLS - DOVE and
Incorporation and Identity Theft, being used by
MARCH 13-14
Outside this “box”.. The Hatonn-Gaia-Ekker Cult the Underwriters of the Al Qaeda, Al Qaieda, Al
wrote TWO MESSAGES in 1998 in encryped Qayda, Moro Islamic Liberation Front, All Kada
and various spellings of these Militant Islamic
messages IN THE
CONTACT THE PHOENIX PROJECT Cult Groups against Agencies/Corporations
acting under the Laws of Acts of Congress as
JOURNAL,
to each pod-cell of these “UN-American” hostile related to the U.S. Federal Debt Guarantors i.e.,
groups attempting to overthrow all of our Rights by The U.S. Federal Reserve, The Foreign U.S.
Federal Reserve acting as “Agents” of the U.S.
Constitution
1. THE WAR MUST COMENCE HERE AT Dept. of the Treasury of the United States of
America and Allies.
HOME, and
THE DURHAM (INTL. LTD;) HOLDING
{This was in reference to what we watched on 9/
11. As was the BOMBS ON AIRPLANES. [just TRUST (TIAS 12087) also holding in Trust the
Retired June 17, 1997, a former Nevada
below]}
2.
Information regarding BOMB’S ON Corporation Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
AIRPLANES, and this ongoing, continual Ltd; Nevada ID# 1707-85 for it’s own protection
DISINFORMATION crap keeps spewing, designed against such as currently being used by those
for incitement of Civil Unrest here in the U.S. which known as GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION, THE INTER-AMERICAN
has all of our heads spinning.
{The before mentioned EVIDENCE was INVESTMENT CORPORATION (former U.S.
previously provided to the following; The U.S. Dept. Contra Accounts Corp), THE INTERof the Treasury’s Sec. Serv., The White House, The AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (money
U.S. House of Representatives House Oversight laundering bank for the Contra’s)(another U.S.
Committee, BATF, U.S. Senator Charles E. Grassley, Federal Govt. Corp.), all being currently used for
the U.S. Sec. Exchange Commission , ad infinitum, BANKING, FINANCIAL & ECONOMIC
TERRORISM against the United States of
further including INTERPOL; PRE-9/11/01.}
America and Banking Allies.
It is very strange;
According to the Laws of the State of Illinois
1. The Treasury (U.S. SEC. SERV.) will not
investigate COUNTERFEITING OF PRIME BANK and the U.S. Federal Government “Corporate
INSTRUMENTS (GAIA-EKKERS) under 18 U.S.C. Agencies” “A person dying in TESTATE,
Stat. 471, because their only “duty” is to protect the without having a Last Will and Testament; All
properties go to the State and U.S. Federal
“president”..,
2. The REFUSAL TO INVESTIGATE has Government.
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CEO, COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
MARKETING, LTD; NEVADA ID# 1707 85 had
his Last Will and Testament in order. The CEO,
Russell Herman did not die In Testate.
Last Will and Testament of Russell Herman,
filed of Record, Gallatin County Illinois, Sept. 6,
1994 at 12:05, signed received by John Ellis,
County Treasurer filed of Public Record, and Published by: CONTACT, Inc., PO box 27800, Las
Vegas, Nevada 89126; 36 Page “RUSSELL
HERMAN MEMORIAL” September 27, 1994
(filed into this site).
In order to accomplish this BANKING,
FINANCIAL & ECONOMIC TERRORISM the
following acts had to be put into place, to wit:
1. CEO, Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
Ltd; Russell Herrman (Primary signature) aka
Russell Herman (Secondary Signature) was tortured and murdered (photos of body as evidence
showing brutal beating on back of ankles, and bottom of feet. Then, injected 8-9 times to knock
him out, then thrown into the VA MORGUE
FREEZER to finish him off by FREEZING HIM
TO DEATH, and
a. These photos evidence the BRUTAL
BEATING ON BACK OF THE ANKLES and
HEELS, BURNING WITH CIGARETTES and
other injuries by torture prior to death of the
MURDERED CEO, COSMOS SEAFOOD
ENERGY MARKETING, LTD; NEVADA ID#
1707-85, which were not on his body the day prior
when “I” rubbed his body down with lotions.
b. VA SEALED DOCUMENT STAMPED
RECEIVED, September 26, 1994, V.A. FORM
21534 “Application for Dependency and Indemnity Compensation or Death Pension by a Surviving Spouse or child including accrued benefits and
death compensation” No. 10 Box. Are you claiming that the cause of death was due to service?
Box marked “Yes” initialed by WBR (W. Bruce
Roher intake who reviewed Herman’s Military
Records with CEO, RUSSELL HERMAN, prior
to CEO, RUSSELL HERRMAN aka HERMAN’S
MURDER (August 29, 1994). There is attachment
to these postings verifying same, including
GRAPHIC PHOTOS OF THE BODY which was
denied to me, the wife, from August 29, 1994 up to
September 5, 1994. The photos deny (a) Date of
Death and (b) Cause of Death as stated on Death
Certificate of Record.
c. VA SEALED DOCUMENT STAMPED
RECEIVED, also notes HERMAN WAS STILL
ACTIVE IN THE SERVICE OF THE UNITED
STATES “AT DATE OF DEATH.”
I. TWO DOUBLE HITCHES, the man could
not retire. His work was too valuable to the U.S.
Naval Intelligence, U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Dept.
Of the Treasure and “It would be too costly to
train another to fill in after HERMAN’S
RETIREMENT which would cause loss of
valuable investigative time, and materials.”
d. This was HIS LAST INVESTIGATION;
He was investigating THE MENA ARKANSAS
DRUG RING and FOLLOWING THE MONEY
which involved THE CLINTON’S and VINCE
FOSTER.
2. Legally Murder the Owner-Signatory i.e.,
V.K. Durham in the Computer U.S. Federal
Government “Agency” Department of Health and
Human Services Data Base, deleting all work
histories, all records of marriage, children,
parents, owned properties etc., whereas
a. No records of V.K. Durham’s existence
would, or could be traced by those knowing the
TRUE (FAMILY) OWNERSHIP of BONUS
3392-181, which was not CEO, COSMOS
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SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING, LTD;
For those of you viewing the photos of the INTELLIGENCE, U.S. COAST GUARD-U.S.
NEVADA ID# 1707-85, Russell Herrman aka MURDERED CEO’S BODY, take a look at the TREASURY; THINK HARD, WHEN YOU ARE
Herman who was so brutally tortured and cigarette burns on his body. Take a look at the ASKED TO INVOKE “THE CODE OF
ultimately murdered by those currently engaged horrible invasive’s which the VA TRANSCRIPT SILENCE”.. THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS TO
in ACTS OF BANKING, FINANCING and “Refuse’s to conduct a autopsy to prove the true “THE PRESIDENT’S CENTURIONS” WHEN
ECONOMIC AGGRESSION against the United cause of death, which could be used in a court of THEY “ARE NO LONGER USEFUL” OR;
States and Allies.
law in this country.”
ARE THOUGHT TO HAVE SOMETHING OF
b. If Social Security Retirement Benefits
TAKE A LOOK AT HERMAN’S MOUTH. “GREAT VALUE” such as those thinking
were paid to V.K. DURHAM; ADMISSION OF ALL HIS GOLD TEETH WERE PULLED, AF- Russell Herrman aka Herman OWNED BONUS
“V.K. DURHAM” BEING “ALIVE” WOULD TER “I” RUBBED HIS BODY DOWN WITH 3392 181, when he “owned nothing.” KEEP ON
LOTIONS THE DAY BEFORE HE “ALLEG- MAINTAINING THAT “CODE OF SILENCE”
BE IN EFFECT; and
c. THIS BEING THE CASE: A entire new EDLY DIED.”
letting this filth rub off on GOOD MEN who take
Take a look also at what appears to be rope your Duties Seriously, and consider: Your lives
CAN OF WORMS would be opened up, because
these “FEDERAL AGENCIES” acting under the burns on his shoulders, then take a look at how are not worth “Plugged nickels.”
U.S. Federal Governmental Authority, WOULD this Officer of the United States suffered having
Those issuing COUNTERFEIT GOLD
HAVE HEAVY EXPLAINING TOO DO TO his RIBS KICKED IN.
INSTRUMENTS on the FORGED SIGNATURE
IF YOU LOOK CLOSELY at his left hip, of the murdered CEO, Cosmos Seafood Energy
“THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES”
as to how all of this COUNTERFEITING and AL there is a old RADIATION BURN. You will find Marketing, Ltd; Nevada ID# 1707-85 make
QAEDA UNDERWRITING was allowed to slip eight or nine injection marks inside this old public statements in public print “I was there as
through under THE RADAR SCREEN of THE radiation burn, which knocked him out, allowing Russell was dying, and in his dying breath he
“ALLEGED” HOMELAND DEFENSE who this INHUMANE TREATMENT to this ACTIVE told me what to do with his interest in the
allege they are “interested in arresting and OFFICER IN THE SERVICE OF THE UNITED BONUS 3392 181(quote Commander Hatonn aka
prosecuting the AL QAEDA SYMPATHIZERS STATES, WHILE ALLEGEDLY RECEIVING Doris J. Ekker and/or E.J. Ekker (both write
AND “MONEY LAUNDERER’S.”
as Hatonn).
b. At age 67, V.K. Durham
At this time, Banking
cannot
receive
SOCIAL
Transactions
are surfacing which
Please keep in mind that we are publishing this
SECURITY RETIREMENT due to
involved
MONEY
“Mammonator” VK Durham disinformation upon advice of
the Deliberate Record Tampering
TRANSACTIONS which also
and Destruction by those currently
involved Mr.
Herrman aka
legal counsel. There simply is not enough time and energy
engaging
in
BANKING,
Herman, which I knew nothing
available to even try to set things straight on a point-by-point
FINANCIAL and ECONOMIC
about, or had prior knowledge.
TERRORISM against the United
Documents
submitted
for
basis. Readers should note the near-total incoherence of some
States and Allies.
C O N G R E S S I O N A L
of these ramblings, along with obvious grammatical and
This BLACK OPS operation of
INVESTIGATION. Those will be
punctuation errors. As you read, remember:
the
DISSIDENT
MUSLIM
posted also.
MILITANTS known as E. J. Ekker
Mr. Herrman aka Herman
1) VK Durham was never married to Russell Herman
and Doris J. Ekker formerly of
was heavily involved in projects
(although she obviously wishes it were otherwise);
Tehachapi California, as owners and
originally initiated by President
publishers of the CONTACT, Inc.
Harry S. Truman such as;
2) There is no “holding trust” (“TIAS” or otherwise);
paper, currently operating with
PROJECT
PHOENIX,
3) Procedure for public notices is not satisfied merely by
DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY out of
PROJECT
ROSEBUD,
THE PHILIPPINES.
PROJECT
HAMMER
etc.
putting a bunch of this stuff out somewhere on the Internet.
December 2nd, 1993; Russell
These were operations to bring
Herman signed a witnessed docuthe Gold back to the United
ment known as “CODICIL TO LAST WILL AND “QUALITY CARE” IN THE PRIVATIZED VA States of America, which was stolen during the
TESTAMENT” which identified the 24% (twenty HOSPITAL, MARION ILLINOIS, ALL PAID 1870’s 1907, 1913, 1919, 1933 etc., which was to
four percent) held by Cosmos Seafood Energy FOR BY “THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH restore the Sovereignty of this nation back to the
Marketing, Ltd; Nevada ID# 1707-84 which was AND HUMAN SERVICES “MEDICARE” People from foreign Banking Control.
left to the wife’s discretion as to the disposition of INSURANCE.
Recently PROJECT HAMMER RELOADED
same. Document filed of Public Record.
VA refused to conduct a autopsy that could h t t p : / / w w w . n e x u s m a g a z i n e . c o m /
The LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT was be used in any court of law (documents in ProjectHammer2.html was re opened. This
originally filed September 6, 1994 in Gallatin congressional hands).
exposed one of Herrman’s Associates, Dan
County Illinois, “Received by John Ellis, County
VA’S REFUSAL, to conduct the autopsy, de- Hughes who was, and currently remains a
Recorder”..
fies the INVASIVES ON HERRMAN aka VICTIM of these operations gone wrong, and in
Since that time, these documents filed of HERMAN’S BACK, which was done while he was the wrong hands, currently being used against
public record in Gallatin County Illinois, were still alive, and just prior to BEING THROWN the nation of the United States of America.
“copied” and filed of TITLE RECORD by the INTO THE VA MORGUE FREEZER TO
Mr. Hughes provided documents and other
MILITANT MUSLIM DISSIDENTS “August 10, “FREEZE TO DEATH.”
information which verify these transactions.
1998 at 8:35 A.M. Clark County Nevada
The condition of the body, and fiery redness, Documents submitted for CONGRESSIONAL
Recorder, 500 S. Grand Central Parkway, Las deny (a) Date of Death as stated on the Death Cer- INVESTIGATION.
Vegas, Nevada 891-55-1510, Book 980810, Instrument tificate, and (b) Cause of death as cited on the Death
In regards to my own personal records,
No. 00323
Certificate. The condition of this body evidences personal histories, many show I AM DEAD,
In what was “Historical Documentation”.
“Herman could not have been in the morgue less while most of those RECORDED RECORDS,
Contained in this alleged “Historical than EIGHT HOURS, nor MORE THAN TEN DATA BASE RECORDS have been successfully
Documentation” is a forged signature of the when the body was finally gained possession of by WIPED by the DISSIDENT MILITANT
MURDERED CEO; Russell Herman, evidencing the the Widow Herrman aka Herman.
MUSLIMS working deep inside these Agencies
“lifted signature” was lifted from page 271, being a
RUSSELL’S BODY WAS REFUSED TO ME, of the U.S. Federal Government, currently in
former RECORDED INSTRUMENT filed in Gallatin BY THE VA FROM August 29TH, TO “Agreement to split 50% & 50% all money
County, Illinois “Last Will and Testament” filed and September 5TH, 1994. The photos deny (a) taken down off shore on BONUS 3392-181” with
Received by Gallatin County Recorder, and John Ellis DATE OF DEATH and (b) CAUSE OF DEATH. the Al quaeda underwriters, aka BANKING,
County Treasurer; which alleges a “Assignment of
WHERE WAS CEO, COSMOS SEAFOOD FINANCIAL & ECONOMIC TERRORISTS
Interest” allegedly owned by Russell Herman, allegedly ENERGY MARKETING, LTD; NEVADA ID # [quote] “Sitting in the Philippines, awaiting
signed on August 5, 1993, Notarized FOUR YEARS 1707-85 and WHAT HAPPENED TO HIM instructions from the U.S. Federal R./UST as to
after Mr. Herman’s Murder, further SELF DURING THOSE DAYS FROM August 29, when to bring the gold home” from the
WITNESSED by “RICK MARTIN” of CONTACT. 1994 TO September 5TH, 1994?
COUNTERFEIT COLLATERAL written on
Inc.
For those of you in THE CIA, U.S. NAVAL BONUS 3392-181 without Authorization from
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this TRUST, which was actually intended to bring
down the BANK OF JEDDAH and RYADI after
the term 180 MONTH AGREEMENTS expired.
The Fed. R./UST would have then, told those
banks “SORRY. THOSE INSTRUMENTS ARE
COUNTERFEIT” but, we have 50% of those
COUNTERFEIT INSTRUMENTS IN “GOLD.”
At this present time; NO RECORDS ARE
AVAILABLE ON V.K. DURHAM?
Not under the Birth Certificate spelling of
Vina Catherine Durham, or the Vina Kathryn
Durham found in Educational and Property
Records.
However; THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
REGION V. and the U.S. FEDERAL RESERVE/
U.S. DEPT. OF THE TREASURY have
fraudulently used PROPERTY BEING THAT
FOR WHICH “CEO-COSMOS SEAFOOD
ENERGY MARKETING, LTD; NEVADA ID#
1707-85 was tortured and ultimately murdered, in
order to TERRORIZE the entire Banking,
Financial and Economic Community of those in
TREATY international agreements other than
treaties as defined and listed in TIAS 12087
(which allegedly does not exist?)(TIAS 12087 will
also be filed on the INTERNET with these
documents).
The IMF/World Bank, U.S. Dept. of the Treasury,
U.S. Federal Reserve searches turn up over 5685
unauthorized uses of BONUS 3392-181
“COLLATERAL”.
Additionally; THE FAR EAST Banking reflects
over 62,000 Unauthorized uses of BONUS 3392-181
COLLATERAL by U.S. Banks, U.S. Federal Reserve,
U.S. Dept. of the Treasury, Region V. Great Lakes
Center Department of Health and Human Services,
Department of Veteran’s Affairs, Department of
Energy, Department of Agriculture and the list goes
on, and on.. telling the story as to WHY the United
States of America has a EXTERNAL DEBT of over
$400 Trillion Dollars in “Not now performing Gold
Derivatives, written on BONUS 3392-181 Gold
Collateral.”
In closing; THE HERMAN ESTATE due to the
interference by the State of Illinois and The Agencies
of the U.S. Federal Government, was not allowed to
be probated. The mandatory time for TIMELY
FILING “Expired” at such expiration; THE ESTATE
was put into TRUST for SAFE KEEPING.
V.K. Durham, CEO-SIGNATORY
and Hereditary Owner Bonus 3392-181 held in
Trust
******
PUBLIC NOTICE PART TWO
by V.K. Durham
11/12/03
_THE PRESIDENT’S CENTURION (CIABANKING CONTRACTOR) Russell Herrman aka
Herman was murdered by his own men i.e., U.S.
Naval Intelligence aka U.S. Treasury aka U.S. Coast
Guard.
Why was he murdered? They thought he owned
something, he did not own. He was kidnapped and
tortured by his own men (out of Chicago’s Region V.).
Check it out and see who headed up the
CHICAGO REGION V. U.S. Naval IntelligenceCIA Offices. You will be dammed surprised at who
headed up those offices, and who gave the order, who
is presently on the U.S. Senate Judiciary (Sherman
Skolnick has many of the answers in his investigations
which can be found on
h t t p : / / w w w. re n s e . c o m / D a t a p a g e s /
skolnickdatapage.html
http://www.skolnicksreport.com or on .
http://www.rumormillnews.com The EVIDENCE

is at
http://www.theantechamber.net .
Why was the man murdered? To coverup UNAMERICAN ACTIVITIES which had been ongoing
since the 1970’s involving IRAN, IRAQ etc.
WHY is this MURDER currently being
“CONCEALED?” The U.S. Federal Reserve and
U.S. Dept. of the Treasury HAVE GOT IN OVER
THEIR HEADS in INTERNATIONAL BANKING
& MONEY LAUNDERING using other people’s
properties without Authorization.
These before-mentioned entities as Agencies of
the United States Federal Government, ARE
WITHOUT JURISDICTION to “MURDER, AND
USE PROPERTY THOUGHT TO BE OWNED BY
THE MURDERED INDIVIDUAL.”
Currently; THE EXTERNAL U.S. DEBT exceeds
$400 trillion dollars, all backed by COUNTERFEIT
GOLD INSTRUMENTS issued out of the
PHILIPPINES by THE “IRANIAN” MUSLIM “AL
QUAD” currently underwriting the Al Qaeda (tape
recorded verification).
To cover all of this up, and keep the people from
knowing about all the AL QUAD aka AL QAEDA
mess which was allowed by U.S. SEC. OF THE
TREASURY, “RUBIN” who allowed the
incorporation of U.S. CORPORATIONS to be
incorporated by the AL QUAD, further entering into
agreements with the U.S. Fed. R. to “split 50-50 all
monies taken down on THE MURDERED MAN’S
ALLEGED PROPERTY i.e., BONUS 3392181"..who currently sit in the Philippines awaiting
instructions from the Fed.R./UST as to when to bring
the gold home on this “COUNTERFEITING RING
OPERATION” which was intended to take down the
MUSLIM-SAUDI BANKS,CHINA’S BANKS etc;
Actually BACK FIRED putting the FED.R./UST in
JEOPARDY by the WORLDS BIGGEST “TRIPLE
CROSS.”
Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(28 U.S.C.) undeniable, irrefutable evidence has
been provided to Representatives of the People
of the United States in conformance with THE
EVIDENCE RULES of FEDERAL CIVIL
PROCEDURE in the form of ORIGINAL
EVIDENCE
RULES
by
providing
PHOTOGRAPHS
of
COL.
RUSSELL
HERRMAN aka HERMAN’s “Body” in detail.
EVIDENCE
OF
“SUFFOCATION/
ASPHYXIATION” is visible verifying RUSSELL
HERRMAN aka HERMAN suffered LACK OF
OXYGEN while in the VA MORGUE FREEZER
at the V.A. Hospital in Marion Illinois. The
EVIDENCE? THE BODY EVIDENCED MR.
HERRMAN aka HERMAN HAVING A
ERECTION. The erection is first indicator of
“asphyxiation” at post mortem.
We did not post those photos on the first PUBLIC NOTICE due to the respecting of Mr. Herrman
aka Herman’s “dignity” even though deceased.
However; This HARD, IRREFUTABLE
EVIDENCE was provided to the Illinois States
Attorney Feb. 13, 1995, Nashville Illinois.
Investigation was denied.
Additionally; The same evidence was provided to
U.S. Congressman, John Shimkus of Illinois.
This resulted in U.S. Congressman John
Shimkus Office Staff chewing me out, because
“Russell was U.S. Treasury. He had no right to break
his Code of Silence.” The Evidence alone BREAKS
THE CODE OF SILENCE in regards to THIS
HOMICIDE.
EVIDENCE was further provided to the
ILLINOIS
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
subsequently.
ILLINOIS ATTORNEY
GENERAL responds in writing:
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[quote]
“The Illinois Attorney General’s Office does
not investigate criminal matters such as this unless
recommended by the State Attorney.”
[end quote]
These photos were provided to U.S. Senator
Charles E. Grassley (Sioux City Federal Offices)
February 21, 1999. Senator Grassley forwarded
on to the FBI. The FBI DENIES any criminal
activity involving THE MURDER of COL.
HERRMAN aka HERMAN, further sending a
nasty letter to the Widow chewing her out for
having the audacity to request inquiry. Grassley
washed his hands of the HOMICIDE.
Recently; U.S. Congressman, Steve King was
provided with “undeniable, irrefutable, hard
evidence
of
the
Homicide,
MONEY
LAUNDERING, UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES,
TREASON, SEDITION and COUNTERFEITING
OF GOLD INSTRUMENTS BY THE “IRANIAN
AL QUAD” operating deep inside the U.S. Fed.
Government using U.S. Fed. Govt. Corporations to
UNDER-WRITE THE AL QAEDA through these
U.S. Fed. Govt. Corporations.
U.S. Congressman King was also provided with
FICA “FRAUDS” INVOLVING FEDERAL
BENEFITS i.e., Social Security Benefits due the
Widow, Military Benefits and Insurance’s due the
Widow, and her own SOCIAL SECURITY which has
been denied by deliberate destruction of Work
Histories, plus V.K. Durham was DECEASED.
1. V.K. Durham was DISABLED February 17,
1983 at 9:45 AM by IRANIANS rear-ending her
auto at a rate of speed in excess of 55MPH.
2. V.K. Durham was ON THE JOB when the
incident occurred.
3. V.K. Durham has not worked since
February 17, 1983.
4. V.K. Durham Work Records intact at date
of incident.
5. V.K. Durham per DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES “Needed 20
Credits to qualify for Disability.”
a. Records erased
b. V.K. Durham established DHHS as
“Deceased.”
c.
Mother and Father re-establish by
Verification of Records “V.K. Durham” was their
child and was indeed alive.
6.
Records required re-establishing,
currently 26 Credits are in the DHHS records.
7. V.K. Durham only needed “20 Credits” at
onset of disability to qualify for DISABILITY.
8. V.K. Durham, has not worked since
FEBRUARY 17, 1983, NECESSARY CREDITS
IN PLACE ALL THESE YEARS, STILL; DHHS
REFUSES TO PAY THE “FEDERAL
BENEFITS”..?
9. V.K. Durham has QUALIFIED all these
years under the Existing Laws at the DATE OF
INCIDENT...
DHHS refuses to pay the
DISABILITY due since February 17, 1983?
It was necessary to DENY ALL Federal
Benefits due to V.K. Durham aka Mrs. Russell
Herrman aka Herman; To keep her with out the
funds necessary to find out what really happened
to Russell, and protecting HER PROPERTY
(BONUS 3392-181, 13,520 ACRES OF GOLD
PROPERTY IN YVAPIA AND MARICOPA
COUNTIES ARIZONA, WATER RIGHTS TO
THE HEMET-SAN JACINTO VALLEY, THE
CONTRA ACCOUNTS, $10 MILLION DOLLARS
INSURANCE (SAFECO), $2 Million Dollar
Homein San Jacinto (Offer to Purchase for
$2MM), BOATMANS NATIONAL BANK
ACCOUNT (Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
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Ltd; Nevada ID # 1707-85 by being ordered OFF
THE ACCOUNT BY DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH
AND
HUMAN
SERVICES
(BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS) NOVEMBER 18,
1991), being used by THE IRANIAN AL QUAD
(GAIA-EKKER’S) in this Counterfeiting Operation
of Gold Instruments (tape recordings) operating
out of the Philippines.
The homicide of THE PRESIDENT’S
CENTURION, Russell Herrman aka Herman suffers
(a) Concealment of a Homicide (b) Accessories to the
fact, before, during and after (c) Extortion (d) Murder
for Profit (e) Sedition and (f) Treason against the
Sovereign Civil Government (We, the People) as
defined in 18 U.S.C. CRIMINAL CODES and U.S.
STATUTES AT LARGE of the united states by;
Acts of Conflict of Interest, Abuse of Federal
Powers, Abuse of Federal Powers vested in
“Privatized Agencies of the U.S. Federal Government
(Ex. Ord. 12803. May 4, 1992. 57 FR)” as defined
in Chapters 1 and 2. 18 U.S.C. CRIMINAL
CODES; Defined as Criminal Acts by Duly
Elected Representatives and Agencies of the
United States of America.
Instead of DOING THEIR DUTY’S AS
OFFICERS OF PUBLIC TRUST by conducting
as requested; A FULL, FORMAL, FEDERAL,
CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION into
these matters; THE PATRIOT ACT is imposed
which
COERCES
EVERY
U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE, LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY “TO INTIMIDATE THE VICTIMS”
ALLOWING “THE AL QUAD USING U.S.
FED. GOVT. CORPORATIONS TO OPERATE
FREELY DEEP INSIDE THE U.S. FED.
GOVERNMENT under the cover of CIA
CONTRACTORS?
I have been warned; My phones are tapped;
My emails are intercepted; Every conversation held
inside the home is TAPPED etc.
I have also been warned by U.S. Col. Russell
Herrman aka Herman’s “Golden Boys” THE U.S.
FED. R./UST HAS PUT A STOP ON ANY
MONIES COMING IN FROM INSIDE THE U.S.
OR OUTSIDE THE U.S. INTO MY “BANK
ACCOUNTS”..
QUESTION? What in the Hell is the Fed. R./
UST afraid of that would constitute this type of
behavior from either?! They must be afraid of
something, because THIS IS NOT NORMAL
PROCEDURE. Perhaps they are afraid THE REAL
INSTRUMENTS will give the COUNTERFEITS a
run for their money.
Of course (I am told); THEY WANT TO GET
CONTROL OVER THE INSTRUMENTS ON
BONUS 3392-181... Well, the FED. R./UST might
as well “spit in one hand, and Sh*t in the other”
before that happens.
We saw their GOOD INTENTIONS when we
paid the U.S. DEBT with $6.5 TRILLION
DOLLARS GOLD COLLATERAL issued May 21,
2003. THE BASTARDS USED IT “PLAYING THE
STOCK MARKETS” instead of CREDITING THE
DEBT back to THE PEOPLE.
I will restate: “They can spit in one hand, and
sh*t in the other”.. They i.e., THE FEDERAL
RESERVE BANKING SYSTEM, NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL; HAS STOLEN ALL THEY ARE
GOING TO STEAL FROM THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE!
Fellow Americans; THIS IS NOT “WHAT
THIS COUNTRY IS ABOUT!” For these U.S.
Fed. Governmental Agencies to INFRINGE ON
“RIGHTS TO PRIVACY AND CIVIL
LIBERTIES” further DISCOURAGING U.S.
REPRESENTATIVES FROM “DOING THEIR

DUTY AS OFFICERS OF OFFICES OF
PUBLIC TRUST” further causing these U.S.
REPRESENTATIVES TO VIOLATE THEIR “OATH
OF OFFICE” while making these Representatives
Accessories to the Act of Homicide, before, during
and after the fact.
I will re-state; THIS IS NOT WHAT IS
DEFINED
AS
“CONSTITUTIONAL
REPRESENTATION BY THE U.S. FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT” This is TREASON AND
SEDITION by MOB RULE.
It is believed, time has come for We, the People
to; CALL A “NATIONAL GRAND JURY” to inquire
into these Acts of Sedition and Treason against
WE, THE PEOPLE by those U.S. Federal
Government Agencies “abusing the powers
authorized by the U.S. Federal Government.” It is
time we as a nation of people of the Sovereign
Civil Governments in unity, make qualified
determinations in regards to ABUSE OF POWER
and ACTS OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST by the
U.S. Federal Government against the Sovereign
Civil Governments of the We, the People of the
Republics of the Union of the United States of
America.
Bye the way; THE WIDOW HERRMAN aka
HERMAN aka V.K. Durham is also denied ALL
MILITARY & FEDERAL BENEFITS “Mr.
Herrman aka Herman and I lacked TWO days
being married “long enough to qualify” for his
Social Security Benefits”... Documents have been
provided by the MINISTER PASTOR LOHANES
stating this was a second marriage ceremony due
to the marriage license of the first marriage
(October 27, 1987) was lost, and we were married
outside the U.S. Plus, Witnessed Affidavit by a
Witness present at the October 27, 1987 Marriage
has been IGNORED by DHHS, along with
Statements by family and friends.
DID YOU KNOW? IF I WAS A ILLEGAL
ALIEN; HELL I WOULD HAVE QUALIFIED
YEARS AGO!
V.K. Durham
aka
Mrs. (Col.) Russell Herrman-Herman, Widow
***
PUBLIC NOTICE PART THREE
by V.K. Durham
11/12/03
This web site is set up to fully inform the
following;
INTERPOL
Law Enforcement (Duly Constituted), and
NATIONAL and INTERNATIONAL BANKS
of Counterfeiting of Gold Instruments by those
authorized by the U.S. Fed. R./UST issuing said
Counterfeit Gold Instruments, Joint Venture
Agreements etc, out of Makita City Philippines
underwriting the Al Qaeda using U.S. Corporations to
SCAM THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING,
FINANCING and ECONOMIC SYSTEMS with
“Counterfeit Gold Instruments.”
Taking into consideration the PREDATORY
BANKING PRACTICES of ORGANIZED
CRIMINALS operating within the U.S. Federal
Reserve/U.S. Dept. of the Treasury who have raped
nation after nation, murdered and caused the deaths of
hundreds of millions of persons around the globe; We
will be more than happy to JOIN with those
BANKING CARTELS currently opposing THE
ROTHSCHILD CORPORATIONS known as The
U.S. Federal Reserve Banking System and the U.S.
Foreign Federal Reserve Banking Systems.
These are not U.S. Federal Government Offices.
These are merely U.S. Corporations authorized to
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“manage money and pay the U.S. Debts.” In doing
so, these CORPORATIONS have ABUSED and
MISUSED, THE GRANTING OF “AGENCY”
AUTHORITY by; the Act of Congress mandatory
“All acts must at all times be in compliance with
Law.”
We will be more than happy to JOIN THOSE
OPPOSING THIS “ORGANIZED CRIMINAL
CORPORATE ACTIVITY.”
This
UNLAWFUL,
UN-AMERICAN
“CORPORATE” ACTIVITY has caused over $400
Trillion Dollars in EXTERNAL U.S. DEBT via
COUNTERFEIT GOLD INSTRUMENTS which
were designed to take down Central Banks of other
Nations. Instead, the ones authorized by the Fed.R./
UST turned the tables on the U.S. Fed.R./UST.
Extortion and Racketeering Practices, Murder for
Profit, Conflict of Interest, Excessive Abuse of Offices
of Public Trust are the reasons for “accepting the
invitation to JOIN the opposing BANKING CARTELS
who are opposed to this PREDATORY BANKING
OF THE U.S. FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING
SYSTEMS “CORPORATIONS” OF THE
ROTHSCHILD BANKING.”
We are not “anti-American;” We are ANTI
ORGANIZED
CRIME,
EXTORTION,
RACKETEERING, COERCION, INTIMIDATION,
MURDER FOR PROFIT (MURDER INC.) AS
DEFINED IN “TITLE 18. U.S.C. CRIMINAL
CODES. RICO STATUTES.”
This type of Un-American Activity is not
conducive to the betterment of GOOD
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS as relating to THE
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA.
We will be happy to ACCEPT THE OFFERS
TO JOIN with the opposing Banking Cartels.
V.K. Durham, CEO-Signatory
[END QUOTING]
EJ CLOSING COMMENT:
One of the several reasons why we must spend
our time, money and energy responding to VK’s inane
claims and accusations is that we are in a part of the
world where most of the people do not have the
knowledge base from which to make the logical
comparisons needed to sort truth from fiction and are
thus conditioned to accept foreigners’ statements,
especially when they are in writing, as truth. For
instance, how many Americans could buy her
fabrication: “$400 Trillion Dollars in EXTERNAL U.S.
DEBT via COUNTERFEIT GOLD INSTRUMENTS
which were designed to take down Central Banks of
other Nations”? Unhappily, in countries wherein
currencies are 50 or 100 or 10,000 to one US dollar,
trillions are easier to accept.
Another “for instance”: VK has falsified
documents to show that she and Russell Herman were
married December 2, 1993. Now, in Public Notice
(#1) she says he signed a “document known as
CODICIL TO LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT” on
that very same day. We find it strange that this new
document took nearly ten years to find its way to the
surface. If any of those marriage documents had been
authentic she would have been collecting benefits from
the US government as his widow but she even failed
in that endeavor.
We will thank her, however, for her never-flagging
assertions that the asset is owned by Cosmos Seafood
Energy Marketing, Ltd. She claims that to be in her
Trust, but no one can find her Trust because it does
not exist. However, if you use the Internet and go to
the Secretary Of State, Nevada, (http://sos.state.nv.us/
corpsrch.asp), you will find it there with Mr. and Mrs.
Ekker listed as its Officers.
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VK Durham As Seen
From South Africa
3/19/04—#1 (17-216)
FRI., MAR. 19, 2004 12:45 P.M. YR 17, DAY 216
Manila, Philippines
RE: VK DURHAM SEEN FROM S. AFRICA
EDITORIAL COMMENT
I, DJE, have been asked to type and recopy several
documents. I will do so to the best of my ability and as
time permits as I would if assembling a “NEWS DESK”.
The writing will be long and may have to be separated
as to topic and space requirements.
We have no one currently doing a “News Desk”
section for the paper, CONTACT, and we ask for your
patience. Hopefully, when we can resume regular
publication, we will also find some one willing to find,
read, sort, organize and comment on those articles unique
and topical enough for a “News Desk” and also make
room for many additional recognized contributors. In the
meantime, we will do the best we can.
By the way, for you curious and continued inquirers:
We did not EVER pursue anyone called VK Durham.
She came, she used, and we have to realize she
ASSUMED involvement into and within our business.
We found the woman to be without moral purpose or
intent and we found NO TRUTH IN HER. We did
make an attempt to help her and then attempted to help
her realize what she claimed she held—but did NOT!
We received, yesterday, a very warm greeting from
a close associate and friend in South Africa. He has
asked that he might send a message to VK Durham
regarding her attacks. He was sending it anyway but felt
it courteous to inform us.
We laughed for the MO of one VK is to disconnect
the FAX, etc., and refuse to accept a message which she
did not pre-plan or write for herself. The party, AB,
wanted to make sure she got the message, etc.
Well, the only way one can, I suppose, insure VK
gets a message is to put it right out there in the paper,
CONTACT, for she reads every word before even we
get a copy.
So, with that in mind, no, I do not mind copying the
text and the cover letter. We will not, however, publish
personal information or specifics. We will offer a mailing
box address but no phone numbers. He does not utilize
email—to our knowledge.
We will clear that material out of the way first
because the latest barrage of insulting VK material is yet
to reach Mr. AB and we recognize it will increase his
“indigestion” and for that we might well be “sorry” but
we cannot impact it.
The following will be direct copy from a FAX
received 8:45, Mar. 18, 2004.
From: AB, P.O. Box 46403, Orange Grove 2119,
South Africa
[QUOTING/COPY:]
18 March 2004Dearest E.J. Ekker,
I wish to inform you that since 1st January I live
…… home in the same suburb, and that my tel/fax no.
is the same. I have some security now, but the whole
city is very rough; in fact, lately I’ve been attacked (I
was the only white around) and I got away only with a
swollen jaw, while a brick was supposed to test the
hardness of my skull. Luckily, I can still tell the story,
and certainly Someone UP-There is helping me to

complete my little part in the GAIA program. Every now
and then I do have these awakenings, but I believe in the
immorality of man…
• The promise of a banker to come and meet me
about GAIA, is still a promise.
• My trip to Italy is getting nearer every month. I
will let you know.
• The cartoon below perhaps provides an answer
to some previous questions. [FAX copy of cartoon is
illegible. It is a “Hagar the Horrible” and concerns “Why
me…?” Sorry.]
• I have read that John Kerry, the Democrats’
candidate in the USA, is a Skull and Bones man, and so
in November two clansmen will put up a show. In a
Jewish newspaper it was reported that his grandfather,
Fritz Kohn, was a Jew who went to the USA FROM
THE Austro-Hungarian Empire and then converted to
Catholicism.
• By the middle of April we’ll know the result of
our elections. The situation is volatile and dangerous.
• I would like to send V.K. Durham the writing
below which I submit first to you, and which can be kept
as a record by yourselves, as the previous one. I do not
know if this time she will talk to me, or will allow the fax
through, but I’ll inform you of the outcome.
(I’ll call you next week)—AB
****
ATTENTION V.K. DURHAM
On 9 March 2003 I faxed to you 2 pages of material
concerning the Moslems after a short telephonic
conversation. I’d have liked to receive an answer, but
it never came.
After one year I have read on the newspaper
CONTACT a letter dated 1 Feb. 04, in which you and
your gang refer again to the Moslems and the Ekkers.
In my previous and very clear message to you, I
explained what I have personally experienced in my
several years of dealing with a big number of Moslem
nations, mostly at top levels, often at the highest. You
refuse to acknowledge and swallow the results of my
direct interchanges with them, and by not replying to me,
and by continuing with your attacks on the Ekkers in this
matter, you prove your dishonesty which has been your
typical behaviour for too long now.
Whenever the Moslems are touched, in their positive
or negative aspects (I should add the Hindus, Jews, and
obviously the Christians, but this doesn’t concern you
here), I feel that I have enough ‘ammunitions’ to
intervene if the interchanges somehow regard me too.
In one of your previous assaults on the Ekkers you
accused them of defrauding the Moslems of $15 trillions,
to which I’ve replied, and now you claim that the Ekkers
have instead formed an alliance with them and their
Islamic banks and Al-Qaeda to destroy the Federal
Reserve and the other western banks. Quite astonishing
indeed!
You mentioned the gold Dinar, and I want you to
know the following:
1. Before the Ekkers went to Manila I was dealing
with the local representative of the Sufi of the Murabitum,
a group that was already minting the Dinar (gold) and
the Dirham (silver) coins, of which I saw the various
types and sizes, and I have photos of them.
Unfortunately, the response from the local Moslems was
totally disappointing, to which it must be added their
newspaper [was] meant to educate their community on
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this matter, besides the religious and political affairs.
I have all the copies of this now-closed-down
publication for future reference. I gave the Rep. several
copies of the contract 3392-181, to be passed on to other
members of this particular Sufi group at 2 international
conferences in Europe and North Africa, in which the
Dinar/Dirham plan was discussed.
The international leader of this plan is Mr. Umar
Ibrahim Vadillo, and he received a copy too. He is a
Spanish, now living in Scotland, where their Head Office
is.
These people are very hostile to the non-Moslems,
that they call Kaffirs (non-believers), and they even feel
superior to the other Moslems, for they consider
themselves the holders of the true and original Islamic
teachings.
From my direct experience with them, and from their
peculiar utterings in their publication, I can state that it is
a pretense with a high degree of fanaticism, and that they
have a limited knowledge of how the system really
works, although their desire to return to a just trade based
on the exchange of gold and silver, without usury (riba),
is certainly of high merit.
In Feb. and March 2001, Mr. Vadillo came to South
Africa and I jumped on the opportunity (all data are in
my possession). He received personally the new greatly
improved version of the Contract, and after a few days
of reading it we spoke for one hour. Being an expert in
financial matters (he wrote a small book on the Islamic
system and several articles in their publication, which I
have), he quickly understood the GAIA offer, or so it
seemed. He had his plan backed by several Moslem
authorities, some Islamic banks, and a couple of mints.
GAIA had the collateral, while the Marcos’ gold was not
clearly in the picture yet.
Before Mr. Vadillo left South Africa we spoke on the
phone for another 20 minutes. With Murphy I had a
chat again in May. He also got the Contract.
All of us agreed to cooperate and it seemed (!) we
would accomplish our respective goals. Vadillo even
promised me that he would go and meet the Ekkers in
Manila in his forthcoming trip to Indonesia. I kept in
touch with him by phone and fax in Scotland in order to
get an update of his progress. He never called me.
Abruptly, his contact number was changed and there
was total silence. The local leader told me some general
happenings, but didn’t want to give me the new tel.
number of his boss. One day I was told that Vadillo
didn’t go to meet the Ekkers because the Philippines was
dangerous(!). This may answer your accusation that life
in Manila is “sweet”. I do have the permanent address
of the organization in Scotland, but what’s the use?
I heard that the Dinar plan goes on slowly and
painfully, but will their gold be enough? Are the Moslem
nations rushing to it?
The above story should discredit your incessant
accusations of the Ekkers for ‘conspiring’ with the
Moslems to break the Federal Reserve and the other
Western banks.
2. For what concerns the Islamic banks, I dealt with
the only one here that caters mostly for Moslems. It is
a branch of an Arab bank, and they replied: “Not
interested”. All the other many banks of the system in
South Africa and neighbouring nations approached by
myself: Europeans, Indians, Taiwanese, etc., gave me the
same answer.
I can conclude that your constant assaults towards
the Ekkers are, according to me, based on sheer
wickedness with intent to hurt, and with a sadistic
pleasure to inflict pain at all costs till the end, and on deep
envy for the fantastic progress (success) made in this
impossible mission, in which a high degree of patience,
endurance to suffering, and a daily spitting blood on all
fronts, have been the inevitable ingredients to reach the
goal; your desire for revenge for personal reasons,
among which the exposure in the public domain of your
deceptions and lies by people who are morally and
spiritually beyond reproach; the awareness that your
gigantic ego and presumption have been hammered to
smithereens in every respect and in every encounter;
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your desire to even ‘hurt’ Hatonn (as He once
mentioned) through your attempted (but failed)
neutralization of His faithful (and indestructible) servants.
How idiotic of you!
This deadly situation in which you have put yourself
and your helpers, has now become a vortex of desperate
actions that border on insanity and self-destruction, which
is typical of many criminals when squashed in an
inescapable corner.
The GAIA program, with its mind-boggling value and
mountains of gold, will bury you and your accomplices,
and my suggestion is that you should start preparing to
flee your country and find refuge in a nation with no
extradition agreement with the USA, if you have the
‘bucs’ and the connections to do so. Nowadays it is
nearly impossible to hide even in the Amazon, but with
a plastic operation on your face and a false passport, you
may delay your fate a bit.
Perhaps you have had a role to play in this whole
saga, but I can’t say.
Before I close I’d like to ask you if any of your
parents or grand-parents were of Jewish lineage? I hope
that this time you’ll reply to me to both of my writings,
by mail, fax or phone.
In my previous writing I ended with “Respectfully
yours” but this time I can’t.
Reminder
The GAIA program shall be implemented in the
Philippines by the Ekkers! Period.
P.S.:
Two days before sending this writing to you, I have
read in the latest Contact (March 10, 2004), which
follows the previous issued mentioned above (Feb 25,
2004), another of ‘your’ articles (dated Feb. 6, 2004).
You say: “…… the WEAPONS OF MASS
DESTRUCTION were, and are ‘COUNTERFEIT’ gold
instruments used to bankrupt or try to bankrupt the
ASIAN BANKING and ISLAMIC BANKING..
WITH THE THROWING IN OF THE EUROPEAN
UNION’S BANKING SYSTEM!”
So, only 5 days after stating that the Ekkers are
working with the Moslems and their banks and Al-Qaeda
to destroy the Federal Reserve and the other Western
banks, you affirm that the Ekkers have changed their
minds and are instead willing to bankrupt the Moslems.
Initially you asserted that the Ekkers had defrauded the
Moslems of $15 trillion!
I am now nearly convinced that alcohol, as publicly
confirmed by witnesses, has irreparably damaged your
brains; perhaps there is also an incipient, if not advanced,
form of bovine spongiform encephalopathy, better known
as mad cow disease.
It is certain that the combination of these is even
more deadly. I truly pity you.
[AB]
[END QUOTING/COPY]
Facts are that VK has done her dirties all over
everywhere and certainly damaged and put into jeopardy
the very lives of people who were TRYING TO HELP
HER in the beginning. Remember that there was
something prior to GAIA as herein referred and that was
prior to Ekkers’ travels to Manila.
How can these people attached to VK make way
for “forgiveness”? Well, they can’t and “forgiveness” is
not an issue—but perhaps atonement and PARDON
might be the consideration at some point.
I trust you readers will understand that we will no
longer protect VK from herself for we have NOTHING
which interchanges, impacts or connects with anything
she does. She was behind the absurd Land Claims, the
NESARA garbage and you name it. There is no Trust
of any kind in her keeping and she has NO CLAIM
whatsoever to the assets of anything once transferred to
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. OR
ANYTHING ATTACHED OR RELATIVE TO
GLOBAL
ALLIANCE
INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION. VK Durham is obviously a proven
cheat, thief, liar, fabricator, “Mammonator” and FRAUD.
[END OF SEGMENT]
Ed: More segments to come, presumably.
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“Bull” Durham
Piles It Even Higher
ENGLAND’S PIRATE FED. R. BANKING
In keeping with the advice of counsel, we
CORPORATIONS VS GLOBAL PEACE
present even more from VK Durham’s more recent
By V.K. Durham
postings at www.theantechamber.net. Hip waders
3/15/04
are recommended but in any case keep your barf
bags handy as you work through this mess,
[ZIONIST attack U.S. Re-Establishing the
readers. There simply is no better way to
Constitution http://www.moscowtimes.ru/stories/
demonstrate her lack of mental competence.
2004/03/12/120.html
[QUOTING:]
and
England’s Pirate Fed. R. Banking Corporations
Union of the united States of America
vs GLOBAL PEACE
”IS NOT BROKE!”
http://www.theantechamber.net/V_K_Durham
By V.K. Durham
/EnglandPirateFedR.html
3/14/04
Back in the fall of y2k, a U.S. Citizen visited the
Re:
BUSH
&
PENTAGON
ARE
BANKRUPTING THE UNITED STATES Trust. This individual represented the Banking
h t t p : / / w w w . r u m o r m i l l n e w s . c o m / c g i - b i n / “Control Group.”
We sat and listened as it was told by the
forum.cgi?read=45935
Representative of the Banking Control Group:
They should think, very carefully about this ”George Bush has just been anointed as the next
“process”..— The Republic of the Union of the united president of the United States. Once he is in the
States of America “IS NOT BROKE!” The correct Office of the President; He will sit down, shut up,
phraseology is THE U.S. & ENGLISH and do as he is told. Or else.
There is a Banking War going on between the
CORPORATIONS KNOWN AS THE FED. R.
BANKING SYSTEM; IS BROKE. We have the Fed. R. Banking Systems and the other banking
CORPORATE U.S. LIENED. We have all debtor cartels. The other Cartels intend to bring the Fed.
nations liened also, who have not paid THEIR DEBTS R. down. The Fed. R. has become too abusive, in
every nation it is allowed to conduct business.
to the We, the People’s “Treasury Trust”..
The Banking Control Group knows about the
(Formal Notice of lien was made to both
Congress and the President. Bill Clinton responded Trust. They know it is THE TRUST who owns the
with a thank you, and Newt Gingrige resigned shortly Bonus 3392 and 181.
The TRUST is required to STAY OUT OF
thereafter).
No legislature, No President can “cancel EUROPE. Once the Fed. R. and UST is taken
indebtedness”.. That is THE LAW. They are down, THE TRUST CAN PICK UP THE PIECES
prohibited
from
INTERFERING
WITH and put the US back together.”
There is more, but the story was told with
CONTRACTS. THAT IS THE LAW. ONLY THE
“CREDITOR” can forgive or cut a deal on THE supportive documentation, irrefutable evidence to
DEBT owed to THE CREDITOR. THAT IS THE the U.S. Sec. Service on May 23, 2001
The TRUST was told later by U.S.S.S. “Our
LAW. The only Law that can effect the CONTRACT
“THE ONE TIME ONLY BONUS 3392 is; THE only duty is to protect the president of the US. We
LAW IN EFFECT AT THE TIME & DATE OF will not investigate.” The U.S.S.S. was reminded by
CONTRACT. No ex post facto law can touch it. The the TRUST of their Duty to the American People
FED R./UST got themselves into THE AL QAEDA and 18 U.S.C. St. 471’s provisions in regards to
PRIME
BANK
MESS..., They were big boys when they CUT THE COUNTERFEITING
AGREEMENT with GAIA-EKKERS. We paid THE INSTRUMENTS.
The position of the U.S.S.S. remained the same
U.S. & AMERICAN CONTINENTAL DEBT and
“they are sure as hell big boys enough to take their as before: “Our only duty is to protect the
medicines from THE VICTIMS.” Never again will president of the US. We will not investigate.”
The TRUST at that time informed the U.S.S.S.
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE be forced out of their
LAND, HOMES etc by this UN-AMERICAN “You have a duty to protect the We, the People of
TACTICS of the PIRATE CORPORATIONS OF the united States of America. You know it! This
THE CROWN OF ENGLAND. Time they went back TRUST knows it! If you refuse to protect the We,
to England, and let Americans get about their the People; THE TRUST WILL.”
THE ENGLISH PIRATE CORPORATION(S)
BUSINESS of GETTING THIS CONTINENT
BACK ON TRACK with their 24% (U.S.)and 24% operating within and without the United States, op(S. OF U.S. BORDERS, PLUS TERRITORIES) erating a GORDIAN KNOT(Click) group of Banking
OWNED BY THE PEOPLE, HELD IN TRUST.. Buddies known as THE U.S. FEDERAL RESERVE
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and U.S. FOREIGN FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING SYSTEMS along with THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, unfortunately entered into Agreements with Global Alliance Investment Association a
Nevada Corporation, corporate officers E.J. Ekker
and Doris (Eloise) Ekker back in 1997-98 (PUBLISHED BY THE GAIA-EKKERS) to use BONUS
CERTIFICATE 3392-181 “gold collateral”.
This agreement (PUBLIC PRINT)
http://www.theantechamber.net/VkDocuments/
D o c G r o u p G / G p a g e 4 . h t m l
allowed a 50%-50% split between the GAIA
EKKERS and the Fed. R./UST on all monies taken
down off shore in regards to these now known;
“Not now performing gold derivates” written on
BONUS CERTIFICATE 3392-181" which has
become THE EXTERNAL DEBT OF THE US.
The GAIA-EKKER’S proceeded to pounce on
un-suspecting Islamic, Asian, S. African, Lybian,
Indonesian, Malaysian, Japanese, Argentinean
and other Latin American Banking Systems with
“not now performing gold derivatives”.. written on
BONUS CERTIFICATE 3392-181. (there is not,
nor has there ever been a “BONUS CERTIFICATE
3392-181”)
The ENGLISH PIRATE CORPORATIONS
known as the US Fed. R. BANKING SYSTEMS
knew there was no such thing as a BONUS
CERTIFICATE 3392-181.
This Banking Frauds on a Global scale (tape
recording
of
the
meeting)
http://www.theantechamber.net/V_K_Durham/
AbusingTheCodeOfSilence.html”
“Was intended to take the global banking,
financing and economics hostage .
For whatever purpose, is unknown, however;
GAIA-EKKER’S published the entire process in
CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT
JOURNAL. It was carefully described as to how
the Islamic Banking etc., was to be manipulated
through WAREHOUSING of the Receipts and
CONVERTING
THE
RECEIPTS
AS
“COLLATERAL” and purchasing GOLD.
We have in file, as does the U.S. SECRET
SERVICE and INTERPOL verification of the
GAIA-EKKER’S UNDERWRITING a spin off of
the AL QAEDA known as AL KADA in Ghana.
Their own PUBLISHED “underwriting” of the
ABBU SAYEFF and Moro Islamic Liberation
Front was also provided to THE US SECRET
SERVICE and INTERPOL.
*** These dissident groups i.e, ALL KADA,
http://www.theantechamber.net/VkDocuments/
DocGroupH/HpagePage5.html AL QAEDA, MILF
etc., put up 50% in Gold or Property for “not now
performing gold derivatives” after being told “the
instruments were collectable upon term of 180
months (some shorter term) from THE U.S.
TREASURY AND U.S FEDERAL RESERVE.”
These dissident groups upon presentment for
payment to the FED.R./UST are told “the
instruments are worthless”.. This is the reason for
THESE DISSIDENT GROUPS causing Civil
Unrest around the globe, and THE HATRED of
the US expressed globally.
If this does not OPEN CONGRESS’S EYES;
Nothing will.
In the meantime; The GAIA-EKKERS continue
to conduct business WITH DIPLOMATIC
IMMUNITY while operating out of the Philippines?

Additionally, while about the business of the
PIRATE ENGLISH CORPORATIONS know as the
Fed. R. Banking Systems, they have used “not now
performing gold derivatives” to pirate/steal
properties throughout the island chain all the way
to the Asian Mainland, which holds more than
considerable oil reserves.
THE DEBT of the U.S. and The American Continent has been paid. It’s time, these ENGLISH
CROWN PIRATES(Click) known as THE FEDERAL
RESERVE BANKING SYSTEMS shipped out, and
GO BACK TO ENGLAND.
These Foreign Corporations are not “Federal”
they are “quasi” federal agencies who have
abused their powers enumerated in the Acts of
Congress allowing them to do business as a
Banking System in the U.S. and U.S. Foreign
Banking Activity.
Fellow Americans; This is what THE
HOMELAND DEFENSE is protecting.
WORLD CHOOSING SIDES
By V.K. Durham
3/17/04
World Choosing Sides
http://www.theantechamber.net/V_K_Durham/
WorldChoosingSides.html
OVERWHELMING OPPOSITION to the U.S.
current position, is raised by over 50% of our
former allies, Germany, England, France, Spain
and Italy etc.
”Your either for us. Or your against us”
states president Bush.
IT IS OBVIOUS by the 50% opposition, as to
how our former allies stand.
WHAT IS IT THESE FORMER ALLIES ARE
AGAINST
which is a “common denominator?”
1. They are against the Predatory Banking
Practices of the PIRATE English Crown
Corporations known as The U.S. Federal
Reserve and the U.S. Foreign Federal Reserve
Banking Systems, and
2. They are against the PREDATORY
CORPORATIONS agents “Corporations”
Monopolization of global industry, global
manufacturing which has created loss of jobs, loss
of infra-structures, loss of natural resources, loss
of ability of “Self Governance”, destruction of
Constitutions, Mass Migrations of Jobless
moving from one country to another, Denial of
Civil Liberties, Denial of Constitutional Rights,
Contamination of Drinking Water “resources” by
these corporations operating with immunity who
produced the contaminates, or caused the
contaminates by mining etc., and EPA-GAIA
refusal to ADDRESS the issues of the
“Monopoly Corporate Contaminator” etc, and
the list goes on.
3.
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES
”Commenced 1984. Concluded November 17,
1986. Into full force and effect. Done at
Washington (the White House) No. 12087
(Document can be obtained through the
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.)
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This created a special group of DRUG &
MONEY LAUNDERING corporations via THE
MULTI-LATERAL
INTER-AMERICAN
INVESTMENT CORPORATION. And; The
Inter-American Development Bank (Bank
Reconstruction Act No. 2).
This operation (LATIN AMERICAN
CONTRA AFFAIR) operated throughout Latin
America. It was under THE U.S. FEDERAL
RESERVE & U.S. FOREIGN FEDERAL
RESERVE BANKING SYSTEM, BCCI and
BANK OF ENGLAND primarily. But, Japan,
Norway, The Netherlands, Israel (amongst a few
others) were or are also involved.
They will tell you This Agreement does not
exist.
In
a
pigs
eye!
This Agreement allows the “circumvention” of
Congressional Oversight. These Agreeing
parties “have their own Articles of
Incorporation” which allows them to OPERATE
ABOVE THE LAW.
These CORPORATIONS settle “MATTERS
OF DISPUTE” amongst themselves. NO
COURTS!?
NO
CONGRESSIONAL
OVERSIGHT REVIEW?!
Currently Investigations into the Banking
Practices of BCCI and BANK OF ENGLAND has
provided some interesting “accounts and account
transactions” which involves arms dealing, drug
money and other such” (England’s Anti Corruption
Act of 1905).. BUT! Believe it or not THE CROWN
CORPORATIONS OF THE “MORGAN PIRATE
SYNDICATE” known as THE U.S & U.S.
FOREIGN FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING
SYSTEMS are not under investigation?
a. These corporations downsize,
i. Jobs formerly done by PEOPLE are
converted and COMPUTERIZED
ii. They PAY NO TAX’S in THE ENGLISH
FREE TRADE Systems
b. Unlawfully use Retirement & Pension
“Trusts” of the workers
c. As with ENRON, they go to the White
House as advisors, instead of going to prison?
3. They are against THE CROWN’S
CORPORATIONS (FED. R. BANKING
SYSTEMS) clandestine operations (Agreements
with the GAIA-EKKER’S (click) , to issue out
COUNTERFEIT GOLD INSTRUMENTS
knowing the Victims and Global Victim Nations
Banks would collapse.
CHRISTIAN is pitted against MUSLIM in a
global Jihad against We, the People.
WHY?!
Because the U.S.A. a Christian Nation is
thought to have SCREWED THE MUSLIMS by
COUNTERFEIT GOLD INSTRUMENTS and
Oil credits alleged to be backed by “BONUS
CERTIFICATE
3392-181”...(the
MEMORANDUM) (Click) in a global, predatory
banking scam “agreement” between THE U.S.
FEDERAL RESERVE, THE U.S. FOREIGN
FEDERAL
RESERVE
(CROWN
CORPORATIONS) The Crown of England’s
Knights such as Sir Alan Greenspan, Sir Geo.
H.W. Bush, Sir Colin Powell and the U.S.
Department of the U.S. Treasury. All involved in
what the Islamic/Muslims call THE SECOND
CRUSADES regarding the aggressive tactics of the
U.S., England deceptively (now proven as
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deceptive info coming from ISRAEL’S Mossad
Intelligence) on which the IRAQ war was based.
These PREDATORS of the CROWN OF
ENGLAND’S BANKING CORPORATIONS in this
special Agreement, done at Washington, D.C. into
full force and effect November 17, 1986
intentionally, with deliberation and deceptive
practices made or allowed the MUSLIM and
CHINESE banking to believe the COUNTERFEIT
GOLD INSTRUMENT Operation.
Sir Geo. H.W. Bush “authorized” James Baker
III to “use” the “BONUS 3392-181” in 1991, even
though He had been denied by the Owner/Holder
the Underwriting for Saddam Hussein’s
“Agriculture Program” in 1988.
U.S. SEC. of THE TREASURY, RUBIN and
Lawrence Summers allowed the GAIA-EKKERS
to incorporate
(a) THE MULTI-LATERAL INTERAMERICAN INVESTMENT CORPORATION
and
(b)
THE
INTER-AMERICAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK, which
(c) Empowered the GAIA-EKKER’S with
DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY.
(d) The Non Governmental Agency known as
THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
also “Agreed not to interfere” with the
Agreement between THE GAIA-EKKER’S and
the
Crown
of
England’s
PIRATE
CORPORATIONS called the Fed. R. Banking
Systems,
(e) as 50% IN GOLD was collected from the
UNDERWRITING OF THE AL QAEDA (and
various
spellings)
“HUMANITARIAN
PROJECTS.”
THE MUSLIMS DISCOVERED THE
INSTRUMENTS
WERE
“NOT
COLLECTABLE” AS ALLEGED.
THE MUSLIMS blamed We, the People of
the United States of America.
THE MUSLIMS should have blamed, and
blamed correctly The Crown’s PIRATE
CORPORATIONS(Click) known as the U.S. and U.S.
Foreign Federal Reserve Banking Systems and the
QUEENS “KNIGHTS.”
A simple resolution would be “NOT
ALLOWING
THESE
CROWN
CORPORATIONS TO OPERATE” in the
victimized GLOBAL BANKING, FINANCING
AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.
The English Parliament’s CORNER HOUSE
(April 5, 2001 (?) INVESTIGATION REPORT
addressed these “CORPORATIONS” problems,
and further addressed THE FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS not being a Jurisdiction of
England. However; Parliament did state THE
LAW OF THE LAND could over come this
problem along with THE ANTI CORRUPTION
ACT OF 1905.
This “Anti Corruption Act of 1905” (of
England) is a corresponding Act, designed to
walk hand with the U.S. ACT’S known as THE
SHERMAN ANTI TRUST ACT and THE
CLAYTON ACT. Sec. 8. MONOPOLIES.
These Acts before-mentioned were put into Full
Force and Effect, and based on the J.P. Morgan,
W.R. Grace, Rothschild’s and London Stock
Exchange, English Bond Holder of Peruvian
BOND DEBT “Fraudulent Practices” in Peru in

the 1870 and 1872 FRAUDS which forced Peru
into a “ fraudulent 60 year receivership.”
W.R. GRACE alleged he bought up all the
Peruvian Bonds...DUH!? He bought up THE
ENGLISH BONDS
HELLO! HELLO!
A ROUND OF APPLAUSE FOR THE AMERICAN
BOND/CONTRACT HOLDER; “PLEASE”
April 14 through the 27th,1875 Peru called a
special Legislature.
Peru, invoked the Constitution of Peru of 1862
to be given the Constitutional Authority to enter into
THE ONE TIME ONLY BONUS 3392
COMMODITY CONTRACT, knowing they had
been SET UP (by W.R. Grace, J.P. Morgan and
the English Rothschild Banking, along with The
London Stock Exchange) and issued THE
AMERICAN BOND/CONTRACT sold in New
York, New York, U.S. May 1, 1875, known as THE
ONE TIME ONLY “BONUS 3392” COMMODITY
CONTRACT and a Certificate of Indebtedness (no
coupons)..which are held by DEED and OWNED
by THIS TRUST.
In order to stop the MORGAN SYNDICATE
(Crown of England), Peru made substantial
INTEREST RATE PROGRESSIONS in the
Commodity Contract “The one time only BONUS
3392).”
In addition to the “progression of interest rates,
due in gold at its highest price” provisions; 7
PERCENT SEMI ANNUALLY ON THE
PRINCIPLE and 7 PERCENT ON THE
INTEREST SEMI ANNUALLY was also
LEGISLATED.
Further, in addition; BY LEGISLATIVE ACT
“THE ONE TIME ONLY BONUS 3392
COMMODITY CONTRACT HOLDER/BEARER”
was given the Legislative Authorization the
RIGHTS TO MORTGAGE THE NATURAL
RESOURCES OF PERU “UNTIL PAID”...
THE U.S. assumed the DEBT of PERU through
the Dept. of Ag. 1905-06 the U.S. Congress
Ratification of assumption of Debt referred to as
THE LATIN AMERICAN BILLS OF LADING
sold in the U.S.
This PAYMENT OF LATIN AMERICAN
“BILLS OF LADING” was addressed when the
U.S. Foreign Federal Reserve Banking Act called
THE EDGE was put through Dec. 24, 1919.
The “FED. R.” stated, in said Act: “We are not
prepared, nor are we willing to pay the Latin
American Bills of Lading sold in New York.”
ANOTHER “FRAUD” by THE DEBTORS
which was intended TO AVOID DEBT PAYMENT
which THE FED. R. BANKING SYSTEMS
“ASSUMED” when assuming the U.S. Debts.
THE U.S. OBLIGATION OF DEBT PAYMENT
”We do not so read the Constitution.”
(American Judiciary 1935)
“There is a clear distinction between the power
of the Congress to control or interdict the contracts
of private parties when they interfere with the
exercise of its constitutional authority, and the
power of the Congress to alter or repudiate the
substance of its own engagements when it has
borrowed money under the authority which the
Constitution confers. In authorizing the Congress to
borrow money, the Constitution empowers the
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Congress to fix the amount to be borrowed and the
terms of payment.
By virtue of the power to borrow money “on the
credit of the United States,” the Congress is
authorized to pledge that credit as an assurance of
payment as stipulated,—as the highest the
Government can give, its plighted faith.
To say that the Congress may withdraw or
ignore that pledge is to assume that the Constitution
contemplates a vain promise, a pledge having no
other sanction than the pleasure and convenience
of the pledgor. This court has given no sanction to
such a conception of the obligations of our
Government.
When the United States, with constitutional
authority, makes contracts, it has rights and incurs
responsibilities similar to those individuals who are
parties to such instruments. (John N. Perry vs. The
United States Debt. 294 U.S. 330.”
THE
PERUVIAN
LEGISLATURE
“INVOKED THE CONSTITUTION OF 1862”
for Constitutional Authority to enter into THE
ONE TIME ONLY BONUS 3392 COMMODITY
CONTRACT.
THE U.S. CONGRESS invoked the
Constitutional Authority TO ASSUME the
Peruvian DEBT in 1905-06.
THE CROWN OF ENGLAND’S PIRATE
CORPORATIONS (Fed. R. Banking Systems)
have REFUSED to pay the DEBT.
The Crown of Englands PIRATE
CORPORATIONS entered into agreements with
the GAIA-EKKER’S to “TERRORIZE and
TAKE HOSTAGE the GLOBAL BANKING,
FINANCING AND ECONOMICS” with
Counterfeit Gold Instruments (Abusing the Code
of Silence with THE EKKERS-GAIA statement
on recording)(Click).
IT CAN BE SAFELY ASSUMED, WE ALL
AGREE; ENDANGERMENT OF OUR CIVIL
LIBERTIES AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
has occurred.
It can further be safely assumed:
International
Tribunals
and
U.S.
CONGRESSIONAL “OVERSIGHT” is required
in these matters of HOSTILE AGGRESSION
AND ACTS OF TERRORISM brought about by
THE AGREEMENT between THE GAIAEKKERS and The FED.R./UST Banking.
IT SHOULD BE VERY CLEAR why the
Constitution must BE RE RATIFIED.
THE “LAW OF THE LAND” is guranteed
by the SIXTH AMENDMENT’S SUPREMACY
CLAUSE. It takes precedent over these LAW
OF THE SEA multi national agreements
implemented to overthrow THE LAW OF THE
LAND.
Note:
Documents reflect 5,868 unauthorized uses of
Bonus 3392-181 collateral by the FedR/UST. The
before mention documents plus IMF and World Bank
records are the “Weapons of Mass Destruction”.......
Further records show, that over 62,000 more of these
bogus unauthorized uses were moved into the Far East
by FedR/UST banking associates.
[END QUOTING]
Ed: ’Nuff said? The unfortunate part of the
story is that this dingbat has misled and harmed so
many people in her personal, demented quest to be
“Queen of the World”.
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Legal Notices
Notices will appear in three consecutive issues, in compliance with the terms of the Uniform Commercial Code regarding sufficient Legal Notice.
PUBLIC NOTICE
INVOCATION OF
HAGUE TREATY PROTECTION
This notice shall be construed to comply with
provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule
301, Federal Rules of Evidence), should interested
parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of
law addressed herein. The position shall be construed
as adequate to meet requirements of judicial notice,
thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed
herein, if not rebutted, will be construed to have
general application. A true and correct copy of this
Public Notice is on file with the CLARK COUNTY
RECORDER in CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
Due to the breach of contract evidenced by the
Public Notice of December 19, 2003 and in order to
protect my child, Evan Christian: Kirzinger from harm,
I have removed him from Nevada. I hereby invoke
the terms of the Hague Treaty to further protect the
child pending lawful adjudication of this matter.
Specifically, Article 13 of the Hague Treaty states:
…[T]he judicial or administrative
authority of the requested State is not
bound to order the return of the child
if the person, institution or other body
which opposes its return establishes
that –
a) the person, institution or other
body having the care of the person of
the child was not actually exercising
the custody rights at the time of
removal or retention, or had consented
to or subsequently acquiesced in the
removal of retention; or
b) there is a grave risk that his or
her return would expose the child to
physical or psychological harm or
otherwise place the child in an
intolerable situation.
The judicial or administrative
authority may also refuse to order the
return of the child if it finds that the
child objects to being returned and has
attained an age and degree of maturity
at which it is appropriate to take
account of its views.
The lawful foundation for my actions in removing
and protecting the child rests with the Protective Order
of May 22, 2003 (a copy of which is attached to and
is part of this notice), which strictly forbids Adele
Dewitt from having ANY CONTACT with the child
or me for a period of one full year, through May 22,
2004. This Protective Order validates BOTH primary
Hague Treaty defenses: Adele Dewitt was not in a
position to exercise custody rights at the time of
removal (nor is she yet in that position); AND there
is a grave risk that return would expose the child to
physical or psychological harm or otherwise place the
child in an intolerable situation.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct. In witness whereof I
have affixed my signature this 20th day of March,
2004.
_____________________________________
Ronald William: Kirzinger, Sui Juris, UCC 1-207

Copy of District Court Order extending Protective Order through May 22, 2004 and stating:
“...adverse party to have no contact with child until further order of Court.”
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Images of the documents referenced in the Public Notice of January 17, 2004 on the facing page:
EXHIBIT ONE:

EXHIBIT THREE:

EXHIBIT TWO:

PRIOR PUBLIC NOTICE:
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PUBLIC NOTICE
SEVERANCE AND WAIVER, FORFEITURE AND REJECTION OF
BENEFITS OFFERED BY THE CROWN, THE UNITED STATES
AND ASSOCIATED PERSONS
This notice shall be construed to comply with provisions necessary to
establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Evidence) should
interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed
herein. The position shall be construed as adequate to meet requirements of
judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if
not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with the CLARK COUNTY RECORDER
in CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
I, the undersigned Ronald William: Kirzinger, a competent, full-liability
individual, do hereby sever, waive, forfeit and reject any and all benefits offered
to me or my child-son, Evan Christian: Kirzinger by the CROWN, the
UNITED STATES or associated persons.
In accordance with the above severance, waiver, forfeiture and rejection
of benefits, TAKE NOTICE that any contracts presumed to exist between the
CROWN or the UNITED STATES and myself are void due to failure of
consideration.
In addition, TAKE NOTICE that any contracts presumed to exist
between the CROWN or the UNITED STATES and myself are void ab initio
where the CROWN or the UNITED STATES or associated persons induced
the contract through fraud (see definition, next paragraph). I do not accept
the liability of the compelled benefit of any unrevealed contract or commercial
agreement. I reserve my inherent right not to be compelled to perform under
any contract or commercial agreement that I did not enter knowingly,
voluntarily and intentionally.
Fraud: “An intentional perversion of the truth for the purpose of inducing
another in reliance upon it to part with some valuable thing belonging to him
or to surrender a legal right; a false representation of a matter of fact, whether
by words or by conduct, by false or misleading allegations, or by concealment
of that which should have been disclosed, which deceives and is intended to
deceive another so that he shall act upon it to his legal injury.” (Black’s Law
Dictionary)
Further, TAKE NOTICE that I hereby deny the existence of all
corporations and all persons who cause or allow harm to my children or me.
In so doing, I specifically reserve my and my children’s God-given rights and
responsibilities without limitation.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
In witness whereof I have affixed my signature this 10th day of October, 2003.
Ronald William: Kirzinger, Sui Juris, UCC 1-207
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF BAILMENT CONTRACT AND CIVIL DEATH
This notice shall be construed to comply with provisions necessary to
establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Evidence) should
interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed
herein. The position shall be construed as adequate to meet requirements of
judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if
not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with the CLARK COUNTY RECORDER
in CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
I, the undersigned Ronald William: Kirzinger, a competent, full-liability
individual, do hereby declare as follows:
1. I am not involved in any scheme of personal commercial enrichment
of any kind whatsoever. I am “about my Father’s business”, avoiding my
trespass against any man or woman to the best of my ability in the full
expectation that such others will similarly avoid trespassing against me.
2. The only assets I claim are the very personal properties of my own
natural body and those of my children as gifted to me.
3. All that I may ever appear to have in the way of possessions,
properties or commercial benefits are subject to a contract of bailment dating
from September 30, 1993, which binds me as the bailee for as long as I live.
Whenever practicable, bailments shall be registered in the name of a suitable
agency of the Bailor in the first instance but it shall be presumed that any
properties not able to be so registered for any reason are nevertheless properties
of the Bailor and not my personal property.
4. Accordingly, for all equitable purposes I am civilly dead. Therefore,
in any equitable controversy involving money or things in my possession, it
shall be presumed that the appropriate party in interest for purposes of equitable
recourse is the Bailor through His most proximate agency (by the Doctrine
of Instrumentality) and that I, the bailee, may not properly be held as the surety
for any such equitable claim.
5. It follows that if any individual man or woman claims any harm
whatsoever done by me, adjudication of the issue must be at law—not
equity—in a jurisdiction where proper and lawful due process can be effected.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
In witness whereof I have affixed my signature this 20th day of November, 2003.
Ronald William: Kirzinger, Sui Juris, UCC 1-207
PUBLIC NOTICE
SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENT OF CORPORATION EXISTENCE
This notice shall be construed to comply with provisions necessary to
establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Evidence) should

interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed
herein. The position shall be construed as adequate to meet requirements of
judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if
not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with the CLARK COUNTY RECORDER
in CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
I, the undersigned Ronald William: Kirzinger, a competent, full-liability
individual with rights inherent in Natural Law, do hereby declare as follows:
Whereas corporations are fictions of law and have no real, independent
existence, I hereby deny the existence of all corporations and associated fictionof-law “persons” who are or may be associated with any complaint against
me, including but not limited to the following: the CROWN; the UNITED
STATES; UNITED STATES COURTS; the STATE OF NEVADA;
EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT; all BAR ASSOCIATIONs;
CLARK COUNTY; CLARK COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFF BAILIFFS
ASSOCIATION; CITY OF LAS VEGAS; LAS VEGAS JUSTICE COURT;
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT; JUDGE
CHERYL MOSS; CHARLES HOSKIN, Esquire; MARIA PEREZ, Esquire;
FRANCES FINE, Esquire; ADELE RENEE DEWITT; and the fictitious
“person”, RONALD KIRZINGER, of 5344 IMAGES COURT.
Correspondence addressed to the fictitious “person”, RONALD
KIRZINGER, may be returned with a simple, handwritten notation, “That’s
not me,” signed or initialed by myself, sui juris, which shall be construed
as ongoing lawful denial of such a fiction and shall never properly give rise
to a reason to cause or allow harm to me or my children.
If any man or woman has any complaint of trespass to bring against me,
such complaint must be brought by the individual, sui juris, and not by a
fiction-of-law “person” such as those listed above, for adjudication at Common
Law, by true judgment and not at equity, by decree.
Whatever anyone may do with the fictitious RONALD KIRZINGER, I
will not act as the surety for same and any individual who causes or allows
harm to me or my children shall be subject to the penalties of the Common
Law for any harm occasioned by their actions.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
In witness whereof I have affixed my signature this 8th day of December, 2003.
Ronald William: Kirzinger, Sui Juris, UCC 1-207
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF FAILURE TO REBUT PRESUMPTIONS
This notice shall be construed to comply with provisions necessary to
establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Evidence), should
interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed
herein. The position shall be construed as adequate to meet requirements of
judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if
not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with the CLARK COUNTY RECORDER
in CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
I, the undersigned Ronald William: Kirzinger, a competent, full-liability
individual, do hereby declare as follows:
Whereas there has been no rebuttal to the Public Notice recorded October
10, 2003 (SEVERANCE AND WAIVER, FORFEITURE AND REJECTION
OF BENEFITS OFFERED BY THE CROWN, THE UNITED STATES
AND ASSOCIATED PERSONS) and whereas the quid pro quo of acceptance
of benefits is an essential element of every valid contract, it is to be presumed
that there is no valid contract in effect between myself and any such persons.
This presumption can be rebutted by proof that I have knowingly, intentionally
and voluntarily entered into a contract that provides me with benefits—but I
declare that no such benefits have been accepted in such manner, so the
presumption should stand until proven “on the record” otherwise.
Whereas there has been and truly can be no rebuttal to the Public Notice
recorded December 3, 2003 (NOTICE OF BAILMENT CONTRACT AND
CIVIL DEATH) and whereas any court at equity has a duty to respect, enforce
and uphold such unchallenged contract, and whereas I claim no property other
than my own natural body and the natural bodies of my children, and whereas
I have no involvement in commerce not subject to the overriding bailment
contract, and whereas I have had neither income nor assets not subject to the
overriding bailment contract since September 1993, it is to be presumed that
I am civilly dead and not a proper person to be involved in legal proceedings
at equity.
Whereas I have caused to be recorded on this, the 9th day of December,
2003 a SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENT OF CORPORATION
EXISTENCE, which is unrebuttable, and whereas parties to any controversy
must be of equal status, it is to be presumed that proceedings against my person
in courts at equity are a nullity and any orders that issue from such
proceedings at equity are void.
Whereas ongoing efforts to involve me as the surety for the fiction-oflaw RONALD KIRZINGER are fraudulent, extortionate artifices of color-of-law,
de facto proceedings and appear to be intended to deprive me of my liberty
and of my rightful property in the form of my child/son, to wit, Evan
Christian: Kirzinger, TAKE NOTICE that any taking of said property without
due process of law, at law and not at equity, constitutes the high crime of
kidnapping, which is punishable according to the prescriptions of the Common
Law.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. In witness whereof I have affixed my signature this 9th day of
December, 2003.
Ronald William: Kirzinger, Sui Juris, UCC 1-207

PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE OF OBJECTIONS
This notice shall be construed to comply with provisions necessary to
establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Evidence), should
interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed
herein. The position shall be construed as adequate to meet requirements of
judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if
not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with the CLARK COUNTY RECORDER
in CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
I, the undersigned Ronald William: Kirzinger, a competent, full-liability
individual, do hereby declare as follows:
I OBJECT to being involved as the surety for the fiction of law,
RONALD KIRZINGER.
I OBJECT to appearing in any de facto court of equity due to a
complaint by any fictitious plaintiff.
I OBJECT to the inappropriate application of equitable powers in a rush
to judgment that formed a contractual obligation where none previously existed,
which resulted in deprivation of my liberty and caused me to become indebted
despite my being quite civilly dead.
I OBJECT to all efforts to deprive me of my child/son, Evan Christian:
Kirzinger.
I OBJECT to all court orders and to all statutes that cause harm to me
or my children.
Specifically, I OBJECT to court orders drawn up by Maria Perez, Esquire
in the matter of DEWITT V. KIRZINGER and signed by Judge Cheryl
Moss, which inaccurately reflect the proceedings as adduced by video evidence
or where “findings” of the court are otherwise objectionable:
—To wit, the orders from the 10/15/03 hearing fail to state that Nadine
Dewitt was to do all the driving, while there is evidence that Adele Dewitt
did most of the driving and thereby violated the court’s order, which it is
presumed is the reason for this omission;
—To wit, the orders from the 10/15/03 hearing state that Plaintiff was
ordered to prepare a response for the 11/18/03 hearing, when there was no such
order made;
—To wit, additional orders from the 10/15 hearing that were never
ordered;
—To wit, the fact that Maria Perez, Esquire, did not date her Notice
of Entry of Order for the 10/15/03 hearing—filed 11/20/03—until 11/26/03,
more than a week after the next hearing date.
—To wit, the orders from the 11/18/03 hearing showing the court’s
“finding” of jurisdiction, whereas the record fails to overcome the presumption
that Defendant experiences no benefit and that therefore no valid contract exists;
—To wit, the orders from the 11/18 hearing show that Plaintiff
completed an alcohol assessment but fail to show that the result was negative,
the Plaintiff did not pass the test;
—To wit, the orders from the 11/18/03 hearing showing the court’s
“finding” that Defendant should participate in a home study, when a home
study has already been done and the home environment was found acceptable;
—To wit, the court’s “finding” that “it is concerned about the child’s
safety due to Defendant’s most recent filing and his non-appearance”, when
Defendant did appear, in writing, de bene esse, and that appearance in no way
endangered the child’s safety and probably did protect the child from unlawful
taking;
—To wit, the inference that non-appearance by the Defendant at the
scheduled 12/15/03 hearing may lead to a change of custody, when it is clear
from the video evidence that only a failure to complete the psychological
evaluation could lead to that consequence (which would still be plain wrong,
given the contents of the Notice of Failure to Rebut Presumptions recorded
this date), with the erroneous inference that an appearance in writing, de bene
esse, would not qualify;
—To wit, an order from the 11/18 hearing that Defendant shall complete
a psychological evaluation prior to the 12/15/03 hearing, when again it must
be pointed out that any such contractual obligation is a fabrication, since the
presumptions established in prior public notices have not been rebutted on the
record;
—To wit, an order from the 11/18/03 hearing that spousal support
arrearages be reduced to judgment, when nothing in the video evidence of the
11/18/03 hearing validates such an order;
—To wit, an order from the 11/18/03 hearing that Defendant owes a
current obligation of $1,000 per month, when, again, it must be stated that
any such purported contractual obligation was severed as of the public notice
of 10/10/03, which has not been rebutted on the record, and no such order
is able to be deduced from the video record of the proceedings.
Given the foregoing pattern of erroneous orders, it is to be presumed that
Maria Perez, Esquire, should be sanctioned for abuse of process and that if
she is not so sanctioned, that Judge Cheryl Moss conspired with Maria Perez
in allowing said abuse of process and should also be sanctioned.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
In witness whereof I have affixed my signature this 8th day of December, 2003.
Ronald William: Kirzinger, Sui Juris, UCC 1-207

If you would like to run personal Legal Notices of your own,
similar to the ones on this page, please contact the editor at
(702) 880-1179 for consideration of your request. Please be
aware that this newspaper can only properly handle requests
from Nevada residents.
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #13:
Getting Money Out of a Corporation Avoiding Double Taxation on Dividends
“You don’t want to take income into a corporation because there is double-taxation on dividends.” This
statement is only partly true and a half-truth is almost always intended to mislead. The truth is that a
corporation earns money on which it is taxed; then, IF it pays out a dividend, the dividend is taxable in
the hands of the recipient. Perhaps a better way to express the truth of the matter would be: You don’t
want to pay dividends out of a corporation because they are subject to double taxation. But there are many
other ways of taking money out of a corporation, so the real question is why you would ever take it out
in the form of dividends.
The primary method for taking money out of a corporation is in the form of payments for services
rendered. Any such payment is a deductible expense to the corporation, reducing its taxable income. At
the same time, however, such a payment becomes taxable income for the recipient. You don’t want to
receive much income personally because in all likelihood you will pay more in taxes on income received
personally than the corporation would pay in retaining that income itself. On the other hand, if an individual
keeps living expenses moderate and takes out only what he needs, his personal tax rate is often not much
higher than that on corporate income, resulting in an effective income split and reduced overall taxation.
Keep in mind that a corporation can pay wages to any number of persons for services rendered, so
it can be quite practical to have your spouse or children on the payroll, as long as they do, indeed, provide
some sort of valuable service. And before you dismiss the possibility of payments to your children, consider
the potential value of intellectual property. Yes, a good idea for developing the business is compensatable
as “intellectual property”. No spouse and no children and still need some income splitting? Perhaps you
could acquire or pay for the “intellectual property” of another private corporation?
Don’t forget that a corporation may hold assets in the form of retained earnings. Without stating a
specific plan of development, it is considered reasonable for any corporation to keep up to $250,000 in
retained earnings for future business development. Earnings may still be retained above this level without
triggering the accumulated earnings surcharge prescribed by Internal Revenue Code 531-537 provided there
is a plan for expansion of the business (this could include, for instance, the acquisition of another business);
for paying off debts; for product liability loss reserves; for supplying loans to either customers or suppliers
to maintain the viability of the business; or for the need for increased working capital (say, to acquire
additional inventory for the business).
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